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Matt currently serves as managing Director for

72andSunny, where he directs strategic development, 

including qualitative and quantitative research,

for all of the firm’s clients. He is widely considered one of 

a handful of elite strategists in advertising. Matt

joined 72andSunny in 2008 from Deutsch in Los Angeles. 

For seven years, he was their Executive Planning

Director, guiding global strategy for brands that included 

DirecTV, Saturn, Sony PlayStation and United Healthcare. 

Prior to Deutsch, Matt was President of the Retail

Division of Justice Telecom, an international telco that in 

1998 was named the “#1 Fastest Growing Company

in America” by Inc. Magazine, Matt helped this company 

grow from a start-up to a $100-million-revenue

company. Leo Burnett is where Matt got his marketing 

start, working for a variety of P&G products. Described by

former clients and colleagues alike as ‘the Yoda of

Strategy,’ Matt is equally at ease guiding brand strategy 

for multi-national corporations as he is marshalling

and moderating summits for the action sports

business elite. He counts surfing and surfing among his

passions and, most of all, playing with his wife

 4-year-old son and 6-month-old daughter. He is a 1993 

graduate of Brown University.
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Since co-founding 72andSunny in 2004, Glenn has 

overseen all of its creative development, including the 

launches of the new Discovery Channel, Xbox 360 

and, globally, Bugaboo. From 1992-2002, Glenn was 

a writer and Creative Director at Wieden+Kennedy in 

both Portland and Amsterdam. Here he was credited as a 

key influence in helping Nike grow from the #5 to the #1

brand in global soccer over a 7-year span. As evidence of

his versatility, Glenn produced the first officially-

licensed remix of an Elvis Presley song,  “A Little Less 

Conversation,” which became a #1 hit in 20 countries. 

During his career, he has won every major international 

award in advertising, including the Clio Hall of Fame, and 

He was recently inducted into the University of

Oregon’s Hall of Achievement, the first-ever inductee

under 40. An active member of The One Club, the 

standard-bearer for U.S. graphic design and advertising, 

Glenn speaks regularly at schools in the U.S. and abroad.  

Before beginning his career in communications, Glenn 

competed as a sprinter in Track and Field for the 

University of Oregon and for the U.S. Junior National 

Team. He currently lives with his wife, 2-year-old son and 

newborn daughter in Hermosa Beach, California.
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